## Classical Piano Syllabus Level IX Evaluation

### Major Scales
- 4 oct, repeat: HT (q = 72-100)
- 4 oct, repeat: HT/6ths/choice of 2 req. keys (q = 72)
- 4 oct, repeat: HT/10ths/choice of 2 req. keys (q = 72)

### Minor Scales
- Natural: 4 octaves: HT (q = 72)
- Harmonic: 4 octaves: HT (q = 72)
- Melodic: 4 octaves: HT (q = 72)

### Arpeggios
- I: 4 octaves, repeat / HT (q = 60)
- i: 4 octaves, repeat / HT (q = 60)
- V7: 4 octaves, repeat / HT (q = 60)
- viiº7: 4 octaves, repeat / HT (q = 60)

### Diatonic Arpeggiated Chords
- 1 octave up/down on each note of scale (major and choice keys are required/harmonic minors are optional) HS or HT

### Progression
- I - IV - Iº - V - I - vi(ii) - Iº - V - I / HT repeat

### Modes
- Dorian: B: C:
- Aeolian: B: C:
- Phrygian: B: C:
- Locrian: B: C:

### Ear Training

### Rhythm Reading

### Sight Reading
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**Classical Piano Syllabus Level IX Evaluation**

*考评：展示应有标准的水平*  
*卓越：流畅，无错*  
*良好：有少量错误*  
*满意：展示能力，有错误*  
*未完成：未能展示技能*  
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Please see reverse for additional comments and repertoire.
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